The affective state of a player during game playing has a significant effect on the player's motivation and engagement. Recognising player's emotions during games can help game designers improve the user experience by providing sophisticated behaviours to the game characters and the system itself. This paper presents work-in-progress towards novel recognition of player's emotions using posture skeleton data as input from non-intrusive interfaces. A database of samples of non-acted posture skeleton data was captured during active game playing using Microsoft Kinect's sensors. Four observers were asked to annotate the selected postures with an emotion label from a given emotion set. Based on Cohen's kappa, the agreement level of the observers was above or equal to 'good' with overall agreement levels that outperform existing benchmarks. The data was used in a series of experiments for training the system in recognising emotions.
INTRODUCTION
The affective state of a player during game playing has a significant effect on his/her motivation and engagement. Often players lose their interest and stop playing a game due to negative emotions such as frustration, anger, and so on. On the other hand, players who experience positive emotions during game playing are more likely to continue playing the specific game. Therefore, a system that recognises player's emotions during game playing can be a useful tool for designing games that can receive affective feedback from the player and respond to this through sophisticated artificial intelligence behaviours that can be applied to the game characters and the game itself.
The main purpose of this work-in-progress is to design a system that can recognise emotions using posture data. The objectives of the project are to (a) investigate how to construct a database of postures labelled with emotions. (b) Record data from both single and multiplayer competitive games to capture the rich expressiveness of both game scenarios (c) Utilise state of the art non-intrusive interfaces such as Microsoft Kinect (Microsoft, 2012) to capture data and provide a system that can be used in today's games. This is particularly important as commercial systems are increasingly adopting such interfaces in contrast to traditional motion capture systems that are expensive, and have unrealistic space requirements so cannot be supported. Taking into consideration the limitation of movements and postures that an interface like Kinect can recognise due to its simple setup, it is interesting to see whether it performs similarly to other motion capture systems in terms of recognition accuracy.
There has been research in the field of emotion recognition using various modalities. Body posture and movement has recently started to interest researchers in the field. One approach uses cyclic arm movements to recognise fundamental emotions (Bernhardt, 2007) . Coulson (Coulson, 2004) investigates recognition accuracy, confusions, and viewpoint difference while attributing emotions to postures. In another study (Kleinsmith, 2010 (Kleinsmith, & 2011 , automatic recognition models grounded on low-level posture descriptions were built and tested for their ability to generalize to new observers and postures. The automatic models achieve recognition percentages comparable to the human base rates. A different approach uses movement qualities such as amplitude, speed and fluidity of movement to infer emotions (Castellano, 2007) . Similar to this, Savva and Bianchi-Berthouze tried to recognise emotion from animation rather than posture (Savva, 2012) . In this approach, human recognition of emotion is taken through observation of skeletal information only. In our approach, both video and skeleton data is given to the human observers during labelling, as during experimentation, a number of postures could not be predicted using skeleton data only. Moreover, all the above approaches use body posture or animation data captured from traditional motion capture equipment which is not as ubiquitous as Kinect. However, as Kinect is not as accurate as traditional motion capture devices, it is uncertain if it is practicable to capture training data for the recognition system using Kinect.
DATA COLLECTION
The Kinect SDK skeleton data was used to capture and store the posture of players in each frame. Six male players were asked to play games with the Xbox integrated with a Kinect (Microsoft, 2012) . A second Kinect was connected to a PC and was used separately to record the motion data of the players. The software used for the motion capture also had the capacity to capture and display both video and skeleton data in real-time. The PC screen was captured to provide replay capacity for the extraction of the apex poses. In contrast to (Kleinsmith, 2010) , skeleton and emotion postures were recorded during both actual game play sessions and replay sessions, as it may not be sufficient for an emotion recognition system to be trained with different data than the one it is aimed to recognise.
DATA ANALYSIS
Two different male students replayed the captured video to determine and select affective postures for four emotional states: Triumph, Concentrating, Frustrated and Defeated (Kleinsmith, 2010) . They expressed a concern on selecting a posture between frustrated and defeated, as they considered these emotional states similar in many circumstances. For this reason, the emotion label set was reduced to three (triumph, concentrating, frustrated/defeated). The students were given the option to identify emotional states based on both video and skeleton data. Both students agreed that the actual video made it easier for them to decide on the emotional state in many instances where the skeleton data was not helpful. A total of 147 postures were extracted using this technique. For all the postures that were extracted, a screenshot of the corresponding frame of the software was taken for each posture. A digital questionnaire was created and four different observers, three male and one female, were asked to annotate the screenshots (Figure 1 ) with an emotion label of one of the three above mentioned emotional states. (Berry 1998) . As can be seen, agreement strength is above or equal to 'good' at all cases, demonstrating that the labelling quality is satisfactory. Observer 2 clearly performs better on all paired cases. The average Cohen's Kappa value for observer 2 on all three pairs is 0.812. Table 2 lists the actual number of agreements and percentage of agreement for all possible pairs that include observer 2. It also compares against chance level agreement. The score is significantly higher than the chance level agreement and above 86% on all pairs, making observer 2 a suitable candidate for the labelling of postures. Considering this and the Kappa value, the labelling from observer 2 was used for posture data annotation for the different emotion recognition tests. Finally, the overall agreement of all observers was far above chance level at 72.3%, agreeing on 107 out of the 147 postures. This is used as the benchmark for evaluating the performance of the collected skeleton data postures as input for the emotion recognition system. Figure 2 presents the distribution of labels across the 147 postures according to observer 2.
RECOGNITION RESULTS
After the observer performance was completed, the skeleton data for each labelled posture was extracted and annotated with the corresponding emotion label taken from the annotation set by observer 2. The skeleton data comprises standard 3d rotational information for each of the joints of the body. Automatic emotion recognition was tested based on the capacity to recognise new postures. The labelled data was used in WEKA (Hall, 2009 ) to build and test a model using back-propagation algorithm with 10 fold cross-validation, similar to (Kleinsmith, 2010) . The model recognised successfully 90 out of the 147 postures, resulting in overall recognition rate of 61.22%, which is approximately double what might be expected from chance. Table 3 presents the confusion matrix for the conducted test. The recognition rates are balanced across all three emotional labels, with defeated/frustrated slightly higher than the other two labels. It can be seen that as the number of postures increases, the recognition rate improves. It is possible that a more balanced database of sample can result into more balanced and improved recognition rates. Another recognition test evaluated the capacity to recognise emotions on new players. The data was separate into two sets (a) the first set comprises 108 postures that was captured by four players (b) the second set includes 39 postures captured by two separate players. The first set was used to train the back-propagation algorithm (Phansalkar, 1994) , while the second one was used as test data. 
DISCUSSION
The current work-in-progress presents initial results towards recognising emotions based on posture data captured using Microsoft's Kinect. To our knowledge, there is no previous research that uses non-acted data captured from Kinect to recognise emotions. The results are similar to those in existing literature that use traditional motion capture equipment. This suggests that Kinect provides sufficiently valid data to construct such a model, which can be used in today's games. Improved recognition of concentrating labels compared to (Kleinsmith, 2010) can be attributed to smaller emotion set (three instead of four) or to better observer annotation due to the provision of camera input apart from skeleton posture data. Compared to the benchmark rate taken from the observers in the current study, the overall recognition was 11.08% lower. This again, is probably due to the fact that observers had the advantage of camera input, while the algorithm uses only skeleton data. It would be interesting to test whether observer's agreement is influenced by this, as in (Kleinsmith, 2010) agreement is lower than in our experiment. This could test and indicate the superiority that a multimodal system may have against single modalities such as posture or animation data. The recognition system yielded satisfactory results at the current build. However, we believe that it can be further optimised. Currently the system does not make use of mirror postures. Moreover, the training data size can be adjusted to improve performance. Further to this, the current data was collected using specific sports games. It would be interesting to see if the constructed database can recognise emotions captured during game playing of different game genres. We are also looking to capture acted posture data and compare the benchmark and recognition of acted, non-acted and hybrid databases. Further to this, the captured and labelled posture data needs to be further studied. It is possible to detect correlation of rotational data for specific joints and emotion expression. Such patterns can also be present in energy patterns. For this, we plan to investigate animation data instead of single posture. Finally, we plan to test more machine learning algorithms for their ability to build emotion recognition models with the given database.
